
The fall of his foot gives him away. Uneven snow and ice—sickly colored 

from days of exhaust fumes and dog shit left to freeze—crunches beneath his 

boots. His hands grip the phone and keys buried deep in the pockets of his wool 

overcoat, pushing them down as if they might fly out of their own accord. With a 

furtive glance he scans the street for others, pulling his black knit cap to the top 

of his wire-rimmed glasses. He’s grown a beard feeling sure it prolongs the effect 

of his invisibility. 

His is a quiet corner of Brooklyn and typically few people appear on the 

street at any given time, but 8 am on a Tuesday morning his fellow commuters 

are abundant. Spying them, watching them as he proceeds, he calculates the 

intersection of their paths, scheming to avoid any uncomfortably close sidewalk 

timing. There is nothing he can do about the sound of his footsteps, and it isn’t 

even that they turn to look, to acknowledge. They don’t. But he can sense their 

awareness of him, the feel of another and the subtle defense it brings—that slight 

turn of the ear, an adjustment of their stride to disprove an echo. They don’t see 

him but they know he’s there. This he is sure of. 

Ellis cuts across the avenue to the subway entrance at the corner. 

Stepping over the small breach of plowed snow between parked cars he edges 

past a young man standing, smoking, with his shivering dog on leash. He‘s 

aware he can be heard as the man’s previously absent gaze snaps to attention, 

his mutt offering a short quizzical yelp. With cigarette held near his lip, hand 

frozen, smoke drifting across his face, both man and dog blame the interruption 

of their meditation on the fire truck just around the corner, backing into its house. 



Ellis quick-steps down the stairs, ears searching, relying on tell-tale train sounds 

to confirm his punctuality or lack thereof, and leaves behind him the musty smell 

of damp wool as he sweeps past the frozen pair in his rush to become visible. 

Timing is everything on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. The other three 

days of the workweek he chooses to ride later, circumventing the heaviest traffic 

of the commuter morning. Twice weekly though he’s in the thick of it, and on 

these days he has no window for error. For him to attain visibility, to be seen, 

regardless of the brevity of the experience, he has to meet certain timelines. 

Narrow and inflexible by nature, he doesn’t set these; they are imposed. Imposed 

by the agreement, by law, by the State and district. He is responsible for making 

them and, furthermore, is judged by his ability to be accountable to them. 

Accountability… Responsibility… These words run through Ellis’ mind, ring in his 

ears. He understands his quest for Visibility results in measurable amounts of 

stress, not just in response to the foreign nature of the strict timetables, which he 

has become accustomed to now anyway—motivated by even—but more as a 

result of the on/off nature of it all. It’s the constant knowledge that as soon as he 

is visible it will only be a matter of time, sometimes calculable in mere minutes, 

before this will be stripped away and once again he will fade from view. For Ellis, 

this on-going experience of loss, inexorably tied to his desire for visibility, would 

forever be outweighed by the pure joy, the gift, of being seen. 

Positioning is a key element to his timing on these days, and the back of 

the train, the end opposite where he descends from the street, is his target. He 

travels only one stop, a long stop, walk-able on occasions that don’t require 



precision timing, and the back of the train deposits him closest to his destination 

by several blocks—a time-savings of valuable minutes. The downside is that this 

end of the train is also best suited to the kids who attended one of the two private 

schools in the immediate vicinity of his destination. They too measure their time 

in the morning in fractions of minutes and are wont to congregate at the farthest 

rear doors. This in itself creates a crowded situation difficult for Ellis in which he 

can be bumped, stepped on, crowded, and disregarded. The worst part, 

however, is the fact that teenage kids, at least these teenage kids, don’t desire 

the anonymity most adult commuters crave. In fact, simply wanting to be noticed 

isn’t apparently enough—they want to be stars, famous for their opinions and 

scandalous affairs. And not only do they share these at the top of their lungs, 

often screaming over one another, they use the most offensive form of speech to 

convey it, littered with expletives and slang gleamed from what Ellis can only 

attribute to the gutter of urban culture. But even this he can handle, can forgive. 

After all, he’s lived here long enough to know this is just simply how it is. This is 

urban. What he can’t so easily deal with, with any patience at least, is their slow, 

amoebic, Doritos eating, blockade of the steps as they make their miserable 

climb to street level, delaying to the very last possible second their oppressive, 

and one could guess, only marginally educational fate.  

Ellis steps in through the crowded door, past countless blue and grey clad 

blurs, to stand directly in front of the opposite doors—face to face with a 14 year 

old kid with spotty facial hair and hard-core metal seeping from his cheap, 

distorted headphones. He closes his eyes. The train sways. It smells of homeless 



men and chewing gum. His sojourn ends 4 minutes later as the train pulls into 

the 15th street station, and the moment the doors open he darts, almost running, 

around the soon to be offending herd, making the stairs before them. His escape 

is clean, and the light at the top of the stairwell pulls him up toward the street. 

Emerging from the subway, he begins to feel the anticipation, the hope, of 

himself revealed. Regardless of the morning trepidations, whatever they might 

be, he knows the next handful of minutes will be happy ones; time when he 

knows who he is, time when he is known, seen, appreciated—time when he 

matters. He can feel himself becoming visible now and spies his reflection in the 

video store window as he passes by. He hears his own voice for the first time 

that morning as he clears his throat in preparation for the day’s first utterance. He 

feels his heart beat faster, sweat on his back, breath rapid and deep. He is 

prepared and excited for that moment, just steps away now, when he will shine 

with visibility. Radiant. Thunderous.  

Sandwiched between corner stores and an apartment building, theirs is 

one in a line of five three-story brownstones, unremarkable save the weathered 

dark blue door, tall, with gold knockers centered on each of its two halves. 2R—

Ellis rings the bell. The intercom clicks and fizzles but the door doesn’t buzz the 

refrain to enter.  

“Not working again…” He thinks, gladly, peering through the leaded glass 

panes, watching—waiting, almost holding his breath.  

This is his favorite way, not even requiring him to climb the stairs. His 

visibility will be complete upon the opening of the door. 
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And at that moment, he appears. Ralphie! All gap toothed grinning, wide-

eyed, happy, tugging at the large door, leveraging his small body to pull open the 

last remaining obstacle between him and his dad.  

“Hey Buddy!”  

Ellis drops to his knee throwing his arms around his son in the doorway. 

“Hi Dad! Want to see something?”  

Words trail as the boy jumps up the stairs to his apartment. Ellis follows, 

conceding they will be late again, as usual. 

“Of course, but we’re late, so grab your stuff kiddo while I have a look. 

Gotta’ get you to school.”  

The boy’s mom stands waiting, anxious as always at Ellis’ perceived laxity 

with the morning routine. She whispers a barely audible hello.   

The half smile he shares with her is honest. He half loves her still—the 

half not destroyed by the rot that consumed their marriage—and pausing there, 

next to her, at the door, threshold to the home where he once belonged, Ellis 

marvels at the familial warmth emanating from the apartment. Bemused by the 

stuff of Ralphie’s young life strewn everywhere, he closes his eyes. Sometimes 

this makes him dizzy, being at their place. He doesn’t know what to call how he 

feels. There is no name for it. But there is Ralphie, beaming huge smiles at him 

from the floor, struggling shoes to his feet, making him visible. And while it is true 

that too soon he will say goodbye and watch his boy skip off, Ellis knows, as long 

as he has his boy to see him, he’ll never be less than an almost invisible man.  




